
Bang Bros Network Review 

 

Bang Bros Network is a network of 28 hardcore reality sites that are also sold 

under the Ox Pass. The name change came about to make things a bit 

clearer for everyone but beyond that these two passes are the exact same. 

So long as you aren’t already a holder of the Ox Pass you should be fine, 

and if you are and you are reading this review then, well, what are you 

doing here? 

 

If you haven’t heard of the Bang Bros or the Bang Bus then I have no idea 

what the hell you’ve been doing for the past decade - - obviously not 

enjoying hardcore reality porn. These guys literally invented the reality niche 

as we know it today when they launched Bang Bus, their longest running 

site with 9 years under its belt and hundreds of updates. Since that site 

launched these horny lads have kept busy launching one new site after the 

other. Most of them are large and actively updating though a handful of 

the less popular ones are small and no longer maintained. That’s fine, the 

strong survive and it breeds newer, better sites as the years go by. 

 

Overall the Bang Bros Network is home to over 2,700 hardcore movies that 

run about 20 to 30 minutes long. Older videos come in average quality 

downloads (older being from 2001-2003) but the majority of that content is 

available in good to great quality Windows Media and MPEG formats. Every 

scene can be downloaded as: a single full-length file, a series of long clips 

or a series of short clips. Videos can also be streamed in Windows Media 

format right in your browser. The site could use an upgrade in download 

formats and quality but what they offer isn’t too shabby though a few of 

their top competitors do offer superior video. Most episodes include photo 

galleries of regular res images to enjoy as well though they do not provide 

any zipped photo sets for download. 

 

While some of the other reality networks have slightly superior video quality 

few can compete with the quality and ingenuity that Bang Bros displays in 

every single site they launch. After all, these guys are the pioneers, the 

creators, the leaders. You’ll enjoy 28 sites that are all hardcore and reality 

themed and cover all of the major niches you’re most likely hungry for: 

teens, MILFs, amateurs, pornstars, big tits, big asses, anal, creampies, group 

sex, orgies and more. 

 

Some of the biggest and best sites on the network are: Bang Bus, Big Tits 

Round Asses, MILF Lessons, Big Tits Cream Pie, Fuck Team Five and Big 

Mouthfuls to name just a few. For true fans of reality you better respect the 

roots and sign up immediately for this kick ass network. 
 



Pros: 

 

-  Exclusive content  

-  Network access 

-  Good quality videos 

 

Cons: 

 

-  Video quality could be better  

-  No zipped photo sets 

-  No high-res photos 
 

 

Conclusion: 

 

Bang Bros Network literally invented reality porn as we know it today and still 

runs one of the best hardcore reality networks in the business. Go to the 

source and enjoy this awesome network of sites. 
 

 


